Following the plan we adopted on the former occasion, we shall pass over the chapters in the report which are of merely local interest, such as those relating to the buildings, the furniture, &c., and shall confine our remarks to the sections containing information of a more general nature.
The state of health of the patients, apart from the physical causes ?f their insanity, was, during the three years to which the report refers, on the whole satisfactory.
"The influence of the great heat of summer is differently stated. In 1857, the unusual quietness of the patients at 'sHertogenbosch was attributed to the great warmth; while, during the heat of 1859, much greater excitability aad restlessness were observed in the same institution. At llotterdam, in one the years remarkable for a warm summer, the small number of deaths was ascribed, perhaps not without reason, to the fact that the patients spent nearly he whole day in the open air." (p. 32.) 59-XXX.
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The influence of epidemic diseases, more or less prevalent without the institutions, was occasionally felt also within the walls. The epidemic of intermittent fever, for example, which latterly prevailed throughout a great part of the kingdom, appeared most Reviews.
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